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a b s t r a c t

This work investigates the impact of human-human interaction on a target behaviour change by
comparing the effect of programme delivery of a fixed set of tailored information via proximate but
trivial interaction between subjects and volunteers, a set of well-produced single-topic colour leaflets,
and a control on behaviour in a real world setting. The behaviour targeted was householder sorting of
food waste into specialised bins in high-rise apartment buildings in Shanghai, China, measured by
discreet direct daily weighing of waste fractions. The unit of analysis was the set of households in each
building. Two versions of the volunteer delivery were trialled: one neutral in tone and action, and the
second slightly positive in tone and action. Despite the existence of tens of theories about behaviour
change and hundreds of empirical case studies of pro-environmental behaviour change programs,
human-human interaction is not mentioned as a predictor and is only rarely as possibly moderating
subsequent conduct. Results suggest that human-human interaction is not likely to be a key explanatory
factor but that a positive human-human interaction may be an important factor. Furthermore, these
effects were observed when the six social influence mechanisms suggested in current behaviour theory
were eliminated, suggesting new mechanisms need to be proposed. For practitioner waste managers the
results indicate that funding programmes with human interaction may not be sufficient for greater re-
sults: the humans may need training for positive interaction. In addition, the results indicate that
currently held opinions by theorists and practitioners on the relative usefulness of tailored information
may need revising, since most compound it with human interaction. Explanatory studies are thus called
for at programme and individual levels.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

While many factors are reported as being important for
consideration in behaviour change programs, human-human
interaction is rarely mentioned. For example, a review of ap-
proaches identified 17 theories involving 128 constructs (Michie
et al., 2005), while another review of empirical studies identified
forty factors associated with recycling behaviour. Neither of these
reviews reported mention of human-human interaction.

An important exception, a random-effects meta-analysis with a
sample of 29 studies across different target behaviours in resource
conservation, found that social influence approaches were effective
when compared to a control group and, with a smaller effect size,

when compared to the use of another intervention strategy such as
communication or feedback (Abrahamse et al., 2005). They iden-
tified six social influence approaches from social influence theories
and principles (such as social norms, social learning, and social
comparison) whichmight account for it (Cialdini, 2003), namely: (i)
the use of block leaders and social networks, (ii) public ‘pledges’ or
commitment making, (iii) modelling of the behaviour, (iv, v, vi) the
use in feedback provision of social norms, social comparison, and
group performance. This random-effects meta-analysis suggested
that face-to-face interaction and communication might be general
mechanisms that strengthen social influence such as these, and
that any such potential mediators should be studied further.

Keeping in mind all these factors reported in different fields, the
authors turned to a pragmatic problem of interest to them -
behaviour change for recycling - and carried out a series of
medium-scale field studies to systematically investigate what fac-
tors of behaviour change programs were key to their success. This
was done by using housing compounds as ‘living labs’ where
hundreds of households in a contained community (walled and
gated) with their own internal, dedicated domestic waste stations
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could be studied independently, using bespoke interventions (Dai
et al., 2015, 2016; Lin et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016) that fell within
the range of conditions normally encountered by apartment
dwellers. This paper, reporting on the fifth set of interventions,
focuses on a test of the impact of proximate and trivial human-
human interaction on behaviour change in natural but con-
strained and controlled conditions. The previous four interventions
are reviewed below.

The practical motivation for these studies is an urgent and very
large-scale need to reduce the food waste component of residential
waste going to landfill or incineration in themetropolis of Shanghai
in particular (population 24 million) and in the world generally
(Hoornweg and Bhada-Tata, 2012; SMPEB, 2016). Household sep-
aration of food waste shares many similar behaviour change issues
as other household recycling. There are many theories relating to
pro-environmental behaviour, and each necessarily limits the
number of factors under its consideration to make analysis
manageable. Any truly ‘complete’ model would be unwieldy from
the large number of parameters (Jackson, 2005), so the ‘most
relevant’ simplified sub-models are generally chosen for given sit-
uations and then extended if necessary to take into account further
factors later established to be significant. Unfortunately, this
approach is not very useful for predicting or designing pro-
environmental behaviour change programs: links to theories are
usually made retrospectively, if at all (Davies et al., 2002). An article
in Science suggested that there is a need for a swathe of
intermediate-scale research, with more concerted efforts by re-
searchers towork in tandemwith policymakers and business, to do
the bridging work needed to translate the insights from behaviour
science into scaled interventions which are effective (Allcott and
Mullainathan, 2010). This work addresses that call by building on
a knowledge of constructs from the theories but remaining
grounded in a series of studies in real-life ‘living labs’ of gated
residential housing compounds in modern Shanghai (which are the
norm throughout Shanghai and not a sign of affluence). The cu-
mulative learning specifically relevant to this work is outlined
below.

Our first study showed that food waste segregation schemes in
5000 communities (circa 5 million households) in Shanghai in
which the government relied on an information-only strategy
delivered through local community government via written infor-
mation and block leader dissemination failed, while schemes
organised by a non-governmental organization in 40 communities
involving volunteer activities (in collaboration with the local
community government) were successful and showed positive re-
sults even up to three years later (Dai et al., 2016). Our second study
was an in-depth theory building case study undertaken in one of
those latter communities. This case-study suggested that role
clarification, perceived seriousness of the message, and personal
interactions with the residents by the volunteers may be very
relevant (Xu et al., 2016) while prompting, and modelling may be
somewhat relevant via stimulating emotion and social influence.
For practitioners, the results implied that the involvement of vol-
unteers in this way made significant contributions to recycling
success. In terms of theoretical constructs, it implied that the
influencing factors were complex.

Our third study attempted to identify those aspects of volunteer
involvement that were especially important in order to link to
theory and to aid planners in optimising their intervention designs
e in particular with respect to costs of involving volunteers. This
experimental study used direct measures of behaviour change
(weights of the foodwaste properly sorted) under three conditions:
having a cheerful (positive) volunteer model behaviour near the
bins for 2 h a day; having a brightly decorated clean bin (to
contribute to prompting and emotion); and a control with neither

(Lin et al., 2016). Subsequent interviews with participants sug-
gested that the brightly coloured clean bin provided some of the
prompting and emotion effects of the volunteers, but volunteers
increased householders’ skill (through their modelling of how to
deposit the waste), altered emotion, and had social influences. For
practitioners a result was that brightly painted clean bins can only
partially substitute for volunteers, but for theorists it was not yet
clear why this was so (in terms of constructs from theories). A
better understanding might allow improved design.

Our fourth study sought to reduce the social influences involved
by using volunteers whowere not at all known to the householders,
who did not display any judgement with respect to sorting
behaviour, who only provided straightforward information on a
very narrowly defined topic and who did not model the target
behaviour. Outcome measures for this study were both knowledge
changes (measured by questionnaires), and behaviour, measured
by weighing the waste fractions (Dai et al., 2015). In this study
student volunteers delivered tightly scripted information by door-
stepping all householders in the gated community. Door-stepping
is a commonly used approach in recycling programs where staff
knock on doors to provide program-relevant information to
householders. This study showed a significant increase in correct
waste sorting but no increase in knowledge. Follow-up interviews
suggested that the face-to-face interaction was key to the effect of
the door-stepping, implicating the emotion and social influences.
Again, the results indicated that the (costly) physical presence of
the volunteers was operationally indispensable for the behaviour
change.

The results from the four ‘living lab’ studies above, and the new
perspectives they threw up with in related psychology work (the-
ory-based) and waste management (practice based), suggested the
need for a specific study to determine whether personal interaction
might be a driving, key explanatory factor and not a minor, medi-
ating one. The operational implications were great: city-wide
recycling programs would be costly if human elements could not
be replaced. The field experiment reported in this paper was, thus,
designed to contribute to both of these theory and practice-based
concerns. It is an experiment which compares a condition of
human-human interaction (mitigated for the six previously pro-
posed social influences to isolate human-human interaction and
including a variation regarding emotion) against a theoretically
equivalent operationally cheaper alternative (tailored information
leaflets), using direct measures of behaviour; baselines; controls;
and random allocation of buildings to conditions. The aim was
achieved but the result was unexpected.

2. Research design and methods

Having considered factors previously mentioned in waste
management literature and pro-environmental behaviour change
literature, the cleanest scenario for the field experiment was
determined to be information delivery. The study would mitigate
the six forms of social influence identified by theory-based psy-
chology by using volunteers who are not known to the house-
holders, who have no motivation to judge subject behaviour, who
do not even intimate any requests for commitments, who do not
use modelling or feedback or social comparison of any kind; and to
locate the study in a community where the program was well
established so local normswere controlled for. To control for factors
known in waste management, the source or authority of the mes-
sage and the status of the (volunteer) messenger would be the
same. To control more carefully for emotion, the experiment would
include two conditions for the volunteers: one who was neutral in
tone and action, and one who was slightly positive. Although this
construct has not often been considered explicitly in recycling
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